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POST SYMPOSIUM TOUR 4 ::: PLITVICE NATIONAL PARK 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

About 
Our tour takes us through the picturesque landscape of the Dalmatian and Lika hinterland all the way to 
the center of Plitvice Lakes, a National Park that is considered to be one of the most beautiful natural 
phenomena in the world. Sixteen lakes, situated in a thick forest, are connected by 92 waterfalls and they 
cascade down the Korana River, forming the unique surroundings. Among the particular attractions are 
several caves and the rich diversity of flora and fauna. The Plitvice Lakes were declared a national park in 
1949, and since 1979 have been under the UNESCO protection. The tour of the park lasts about two and a 
half hours and it includes a boat trip on the Lake Kozjak. After touring the lakes, there will be enough free 
time for lunch or your own activities. 
 

Hightlights 
 String of 16 lakes, constantly changing colors 

 Connect yourself with nature rich with animal and plant life 

 Sailing with the electric boats that will take you deep into the world of the magical Plitvice Lakes 
 

Included 
 Transfer on the vehicle of the appropriate size 

 English speaking guide 

 Entrance fee for Plitvice Lakes NP 

 Mandatory legal insurances and all legal taxes 
 

Excluded 
 Lunch, beverages 
 Gratuities for driver and guide 

 Other personal expenses of the participants 

 
DEPARTURE TIME: 07:00 AM  EXPECTED RETURN TIME: 08:00 PM  All times are local 
 

PRICE PER PERSON: 80,- €UR  610,- HRK for bookings on 8th IOS registration desk 

PRICE PER PERSON: 68,- €UR 520,- HRK for bookings before September 15th 2016. 
VISA or MASTER CARD welcome  
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